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It is a pleasure for me to address you as we approach another holiday season and I begin 
my second month at UTMSI. Ane and I wish all Laz Gaz Readers HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
and extend our best wishes to you and your families for 1997! We have really enjoyed the 

~i..rT'lililfll;!l . . :l!'i, _;..1~ :· first two months in Texas. The people here as well as the winter weather have been 
._ 3 delightful. 

Two major recent issues at UTMSl/DMS this month have been the recruiting of new faculty members and 
an emphasis by the College of Natural Sciences on having an effective safety program at all 
Departments/Branches including UTMSI. 
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We are in the final stages of receiving applications for the Phytoplankton Ecologist position at UTMSI/DMS 
and are in the process of obtaining Dean Rankin's final approval to hire a stable-isotope Chemist/Ecologist 
in the educational line at UT/DMS. The hope is that the latter person will provide an interdisciplinary link 
in our programs. We hope to have the person develop a research program at UTMSI but to participate in 
teaching on the Austin campus via the video link with the help ofUT/DMS teaching assistants who would 
be in Austin. 

I believe that we generally have a good safety program at UTMSI, but we are looking for ways to make it 
more effective. Dr. Joan Holt, the Chair of our Safety Committee, and I have been working with Dean 
Rankin and others to improve safety at UT/MSI and welcome your suggestions on these matters. Two. 
actions that are being taken are to develop a list of potentially-dangerous chemicals, that will be posted 
outside of each laboratory door, and to purchase the appropriate storage cabinets and/or refrigerators for 
flammable materials. We are also looking into the need for more eye washes. 

Another positive development has been the installation of a "pop server" on our computer at UTMSI that 
has enhanced our email capability to communicate effectively. In that regard, please feel free to contact 
me at gardner@utmsi.zo.utexas.edu if you have opinions or suggestions for The Institute or Department that 
you would like to share with me. -Wayne Gardner 

Travel ending between November 9 and December 13 
+Tony Amos, November 10-13, Fort Pierce, Florida, attend meeting, RV-Tech, at the Harbor Branch 
Foundation. 
+Connie Arnold, Allen Davis, Juan Lazo, November 10-14, Monterrey, Mexico, participate in the Third 
International Symposium on Aquatic Culture. 
+Terry Whitledge, .November 12-15, Sarasota, Florida, attend harmful algae bloom panel meeting on red 
tides at the Mote Marine Laboratory. 
+James Kaldy, November 17-22, Port Isabel, Texas, research in Laguna Madre. 
+Ron Benner, November 17-22, Washington D.C., serve on a review panel for the National Science 
Foundation. 
+Peter Thomas, November 17-23, Washington D.C., present paper, Sex differences in the effects of 0, 
P'-DDT on gonadal physiology and development in Atlantic Croaker at the Society of Environmental 
Toxicology and Chemistry; present seminar, Mechanisms of endocrine disruption in fish by chemicals, at 
the University of Maryland Monroe Biotechnology Center. 
+Rick Tinnin, November 22-23, Lago Vista, Texas, conduct teacher training for Blue Planet grant at Lago 
Vista Elementary. 
~+Terry Whitledge, November 21-26, Seattle, Washington, attend science steering committee meeting of 
.·NSF/ARCSS Ocean-Atmosphere-Ice Committee for the development of a biological initiative in the Arctic. 
+Brenda Black, November 29-December 3, San Diego, California, collect water samples from Arctic 
Submarine Laboratory and arrange shipping back to MSI. 
+Rick Tinnin, December 1-4, Washington D.C., attend NSF informational science grant work shop. 
+Terry Whitledge, December 3-6, Washington D.C., to attend NOAA panel meeting for coastal ocean· 
programs. 
+Noe Cantu, December 4-8, New Orleans, Louisiana, attend Work Boat Show. 
+Lee Fuiman, December 9-11, Mexico City, Mexico, present seminar, Experimental methods in the 
behavioral ecology of larval fishes, at the Instituto de Ciencias Del Mar Y Limnologia, Universidad Nacional 
Autonoma de Mexico. 
+Terry Whitledge, December 9-13, Washington D.C., to attend global ocean observing system workshop 
sponsored by NOAA. · '1 ' • ' 
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Cruise #96-680 - This was the last major NSF cruise of 1996 for the RIV 

LONGHORN. The project was Dr. Ellery Ingall's Burial and preservation of phosphorus 
in marine sediments: Response to bottom water oxygenation (0CE#9415563). Earlier in 

. the year (April and September) there were also cruises on this project. Dr. Ing all was 
~_....,...;s."}C~~·~~ aboard as Chief Scientist, assisted by Lauren Clark, UT Graduate Student. Georgia Tech 

--~personnel aboard were Kimberly Hunter, Research Assistant; Kristi Lowe, Graduate 
- Research Assistant and Eric Viollier, Postdoctoral Fellow. Northwestern University 

personnel aboard were Benjamin Van Mooy, Research Technician and Joe Werne, Graduate Research 
Assistant. Anna Cruse, Graduate Research Assistant from the University of Missouri was also aboard. 
RIV LONGHORN departed from Port Aransas at 0815 on November 8, heading East to the Orea Basin, 
333 miles from Port Aransas. High winds and seas from the North required the RIV LONGHORN to "tack" 
its way to the site. The Lander was deployed and several boxcores were done. RIV LONGHORN came 
home a day early due to high seas and gale predictions, arriving back at Port Aransas at 0525 of the 16th 
of November. Chief Scientist Ingall reported: Except for rough seas the cruise was problem free. Great job 
by everyone! -Noe Cantu 
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Material Safety Data Sheets Distributed -
Amos: Lithium Oxyhalide Primary Battery. 
Benner: Ammoniµm Hydroxide, ACS Reagent, Imidazole, AG 50W-X8 100-200 hydrogen resin 500 g, Bonded Phase Silica Gel. 

Dunton: Acetaldehyde ACS Reagent, Magnesium sulfate anhydrous, Arsenic acid potassium, Firefly lantern extract, Pyruvate 

kinase type III from rabbit muscle, Myokinase from chicken muscle, Glycine free base cell culture tested, Tris 

(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane, Magnesium acetate tetrahydrate. 

Fuiman: Iso-propyl alcohol, Streptomycin sulfate, Gentamycin sulfate. 
Harris: Proprietary Aqueous Blend of Inorganic and Organic Compounds, Proprietary Aqueous Blend of Inorganic and Organic 

Salts, Silicone Rubber, Aerosol Paint - Vinyl Toluene Alkyd Enamel, Dursban Insecticide. 

Holt, J.: Hydrochloric acid solutions, 0.5 N and 1.0 N. 
Ingall: Dimethyl sulfoxide; Hydrochloric acid; Glutaraldehyde grade I: 8% aqueous solution 

lead (PB210 Standardized Solution); Sulfuric acid; Buffer, PH 4.00, Red; Buffer, PH 5.00, 6.00; Buffer, PH 7.00, Yellow; Buffer, PH 

10.00, Blue. 
Stockwell: Lectin from Lens Culinaris FITC labeled. 
Suttle: AliphatidAlicyclic Hydrocarbons. 
Thomas: N-Methyl-D-Aspartic Acid, Pregnenoione, [7-3H(N)], 2' -4' -6' -Trichloro-4-biphenylol, 2' -3' -4' -5' -Tetrachloro-4-biphenylol, 

Reactive Dye-Ligand Test Kit, Reactive Blue-2-Agarose Type 3000-CL-L, Reactive Blue 4 Agarose, Reactive Brown 10 Agarose, 

Reactive Green 19-Agarose, Reactive Red 120-Agarose Type 3000, Reactive Yellow 86-Agarose Lyophilized Powder,Iodine-125, 

Glycerol, Dimethyl Sulfoxide Molecular Biology Reagent, Potassium Atomic Absorption Standard Solution, Lanthanum Atomic 

Absorption Standard Solution, Chorionic Gonadotropin Human. 

Villarreal: Isopropyl Alcohol, Hydrogen Chloride, Dazzle Neutral Floor Cleaner. 

Whitledge: Cellulase from Trichoderm Reesei, Triton x-100 Sigma ultra, Chiitinase from Streptomyces Griseus, Lectin from Glycine 

Max FITC labeled, Lectin from Helix Pomatia Fluorescein Isothiocyanate labeled, Concanavalin A Type IV: FITC labeled, Lectin 

from Erythrina Crystagalli FITC labeled, Lectin from Phytolacca Americana Fluorescein Isothiocyanate labeled, Lectin from Arachis 

Hypogaea Fluorescein Isothiocyanate labeled. 

l /\ 'w ... L ""-". i" , ~~ - ..,_,, I 
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• The cruise of the RIV LONGHORN was a great success. Thank you very much for giving us an· 

opportunity to squeeze our seismic survey of Southern Bank between two other scheduled research 

programs. Burno Marsset is very satisfied with the data sets we collected in the three day survey. Our 

success is mostly related to the efficiency and dedication to scientific research of the crew members on the 

RIV LONGHORN and the overall quality of the equipment aboard the RIV LONGHORN .... Thank you very 

much indeed. 
jFrom Andri W. Droxler, Associate Professor, Rice University, Department of Geology and Geophysics) 

•Tony Amos, you have been selected as the Channel 3 Eyewitness News Person of the Week. 

(To Tony Amos from Billy T. Brothrston, General Manager, Kiii-TV) 

• Marhaba from Jordan. I hope this message finds you in the best of health and spirits. I am doing 

well ... adjusting slowly to the culture and way of life. You are probably going to be surprised but I am 

planning to carry out some benthic research. You taught us well over the summer and I have taken a 

liking to polychaetes. I should also mention that the Big Kahuna at the University of Jordan is an 

invertebrate specialist. Anyhow, I just wanted to thank you for a great summer (never wrote so many 

papers in my life). Seriously, ifit was not for the summer program at UTMSI, I would be clueless as to how 

to carry out research over here. Thank you very much and I hope to keep in touch. · 

(To Paul Montagna from Malik Tamimi) 
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• Hans Jorgen Fyhn, University of Bergen, Norway, First feeding marine fish larvae and their plankton 

prey: Are free amino acids a common denominator? Tuesday, November 12. 
• Hans Jorgen Fyhn, University of Bergen, Norway, The fish larva: A playground for the physiologist, 

Wednesday, December 11. 

..; . 

140 

120 

Mention our Web Site and they will Visit-
Visits to the UTMSI World Wide Web site have picked up again. There were 2,178. 

. visitors during October (70 per day) and 1,480 in November (49 per day). The peak 
in the latter half of October coincided perfectly with the announcement of our opening 
for a Marine Phytoplankton Ecologist that appeared in Science (October 18) and in 
EOS, Transactions of the Am~rican Geophysical Union (October 15 and 29). On the 
days those announcements appeared, the number of visitors almost doubled from the 
day before. Now that's a rapid response! We're not so sure why there was such an 
upsurge on November 18th. -Lee Fuiman 

Visitors to UTMSI Web Site, 1996 
(heavy line is weekly running average) 
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Yes Sirreee Mrs. Johnson! (a memorable lunch at the MSI Cafeteria)- The 
gracious First-Lady from Texas visited the Marine Science Institute after she and President Johnson left 
Washington for their ranch on the Pedernales, but before the President's death. On a tour of MSI's 
facilities we were looking at the garage area near the recreation room-why we felt compelled to exhibit 
the MSI garage to the wife of the former President of the United States of America is now beyond me. 
There we viewed a garden tool rack Carpenter/Boat Captain Herman Moore had constructed with precision 
to monumental proportions. Mrs. Johnson looked at the garden tools on that rack-all neatly arranged for 
the occasion as if soldiers standing at attention for Presidential review-and said I just wish I could get 
Lyndon to take care of his tools this well. It seemed like after all the arrangements with the secret 
service-we even rode up and down the runway several times in a UT vehicle checking for potholes before 
her landing-we should have accomplished something more momentous. Perhaps the meal at the MSI. 
Cafeteria was momentous; at least it was memorable. There had been an effort to keep the visit secret-she 
was "just" a UT Regent visiting the Marine Science Institute. But what secret can remain secret in Port 
Aransas? Soon the news was out, and Mayor Dennis Dreyer and Constable Dee Wayne Mathews were on 
the guest list. For the event we brought in reinforcements in the Cafeteria, as consultant/supervisor the 
Port Aransas School Superintendent, Vera Fortson. It seemed logical and appropriate at the time. She 
could keep Cook Hazel from going catatonic at the idea of cooking for the First Lady, and Aunt Vee (Jane's 
Aunt but known as Aunt Vee to half of Port Aransas) could be counted on to keep the Mayor and Constable 
in line (I don't know about the Mayor but she had disciplined-several good licks with a large paddle-the 
Constable back in second grade and Dee Wayne could still be counted on to behave in her presence). The 
MSI Cafeteria was decked out in red, white, and blue, tiny little flags with the Stars and Stripes, patriotic 
place mats (Marines raising the flag on Iwo Jima), and red and white carnations in blue vases. Mayor 
Dreyer and Constable Mathews sat down at the First-Lady's table. While no one could remember details 
of their conversation, it was agreed by all witnesses that Mayor Dreyer said YES SIRRREEEE MIZZZ 
JOHNSON, THISIS A GRRREEAT LITTLE TOWN WITH GRRREEAT PEOPLE at least 17 times. To 
which Mrs. Johnson answered with a smile and perfect aplomb each and every time, yes, Mayor Dreyer, I 
am sure that it certainly is. Then there was the renewal of acquaintances with MSI's Plant Maintenance 
Mechanic Wilburn Rockett. Rockett (as the retired sergeant and ex-WWII-POW was known) had received. 
permission from the Secret Service to approach Mrs. Johnson to ask if she remembered the time she and 
Lyndon had given him a ride in their Ford (Rockett also remembered the year and body style) when he had 
been hitch-hiking on a back road near Austin back in the thirty's. Well, yes she thought that she did 
remember the occasion, although she must admit not too clearly, but was delighted to see him again and 
renew his acquaintance and would be sure to remember him to Lyndon. Later that evening there was a 
formal dinner at the White Marlin Restaurant-back when it was a good restaurant, having a cook left over 

.. from the gambling days of Port Aransas. We had fresh bread individually baked in little round pans; that 
:-is all I remember. Without Aunt Vee, Mayor Dreyer, Dee Wayne, and Rockett (and Cook Hazel in semi
·· catatonic state) the formal dinner was not a memorable occasion. -John Thompson 

Mini-tornado hits MSI - Small tornadoes played havoc with Port Aransas early November 24. 
Marine Science Institute damage included exploded windows in four vehicles: Custodial Pickup, Duffy 
Aldridge's Car (two), Tony Amos' Pickup (two), and the old Stationwagon (two). The windshield also 
exploded on a yacht in the UT Boat Basin. Most glass was inside the boat, other glass found its way back 
over the top of the vessel, coming to rest on the stern. A large window was broken in Rick Tinnin's office. 
The gate on the pier was torn off its hinges. Vents and down spouts were torn off the Cafeteria. Trees, a 
tennis court light, and the Radio Antennae on the RIV KATY were all knocked down. 
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Tide Predictions for December (For tidal heights at the tide tower, South Jetty, the Aransas Pass. 

Heights are in feet above or below mean sea level. The shaded area is nighttime. Remember, this is tidal 

height, not tidal current. Slack water is when the wiggly line crosses the MSL line, not at peaks and valleys, 

where the tidal current will be a full flood or ebb.) 
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Weather Report for November 4 - December 8 1996 

Going Home - It's snowing. British Columbia's seacoast, a maze of islands, waterways, inlets, and 
narrows, does not often see snow right down to the waterline. For much of my October-November visit the 
air was brisk and sparkled with warm sunshine, touched by light, cool breezes. But two days before my 
departure a vast cold front drove down out of the north, dropping big, soft, clinging, clumps of snowflakes." 
My sister Carmen swore this was unusual and couldn't last. Bleary-eyed and teary-eyed at four am, snow 
still falling, we trundled luggage down hillside steps and an icy dock ramp, and into the small boat: Laurie 
in his Vancouver businessman regalia, commuting to work; me in my usual jeans, but sporting unusual 
accessories-pullover, two coats, warm hat, gloves, scarf, thick socks and hiking boots. The boat's 
searchlight poked a hole through the dark night and curtains of snow, across the deep but calm waters of 
the inlet, to the government dock at Egmont. 
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The winding, hilly road out of Egmont was a fairyland. Just wet enough to stick, the snow clung to the 

immensely tall conifers and to every twig of deciduous trees with their remnant flags of tattered leaves in 

Fall colors. The· bracken, ferns and understorey growth was etched in white. Silent. Beautiful. The 

Thunderbird purred along good roads at first. But near six am a long, steep, north-facing hill retained 

enough ice to make.it dangerous-especially for a car outfitted with big, wide tires. The car slowed as it lost 

traction and the rear end swung sedately, majestically, but relentlessly off to the right and into the piled-up 

snow. I planted my hiking boots and pushed mightily. We nearly made it. We drank coffee from the 

thermos while Laurie used his car-phone. The wreckers were busy tonight, but they would come. We tried 

to call Carmen to report progress but the lines were down up there. Twenty-minutes later three big guys 

in a pickup stopped to have a go at the problem. The car was propelled from its resting place and made. 

it to the crest. The guys left and we continued. For about 50 yards. This time the rear-end sat poised over 

a ditch. I didn't like the angle and decided to keep an eye on things from outside in the snow-maybe I'd 

hike the remaining 15 miles, or maybe stroll the 10 miles back to Egmont and forget the whol~ thing. The 

ferry was long gone by seven am when the wrecker arrived: a couple of tons of pickup with massive chains 

on the tires and the usual winches-a virtual tank. The guy was in high spirits, he was making a mint in 

this storm. He hauled the car the 10 miles into Sechelt, where we hoped the sea-planes were still flying. 

Light snow persisted as we humped down the ramps to the single-engine plane bobbing on the waves. 

Three passengers and pilot. "Can you go?" asked Laurie, concerned about visibility for flying. He's a good 

and regular customer. We went. The "seeing" was poor, the ride occasionally bumpy, but by the time we 

splashed down at the Vancouver waterfront, the weather was almost clear. Eight o'clock-no problem. We 

said goodbyes and I jumped into a taxi and by 8:45 am was checking in with Air Canada. "On time," they 

said, "9:30 departure." It lifted off at 10:20, but I was on my way. I dozed until the Captain casually 

reported that it was "minus 21 degrees in Calgary." Wow! I finally found my luggage in a small room 

behind a formidable and suspicious woman. Once past her, it was smooth going. Texas was growing 

warmer and friendlier all the time. Mustang Island beckoned like a South Seas island. Maybe I was just 

blind-tired, but even passing through Houston was positively heart-warming. One short ride in starry dark 

skies over the glist_ening outlines of small Texas towns, and there was Tony, waiting for me in the balmy 

breezes. Home. - Lynn Amos 

' ' ' : '!/' < ~; Vf•J' '( 1 
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Slide Cost Reduction - At long last, the Lasergraphics Film Recorder (LFR) 

is paid off. The machine was purchased in March 1994 for $5,243. Income on the 

machine has averaged $159 per month, and it was paid off in November, 1996. I 

estimate future maintenance costs to be $20 per month, therefore a rate of $0.25 per 

slide should be sufficient to cover future costs for software upgrades, etc. Beginning 

with all November, 1996 billings, I recommend the pricing be changed from $2.00 per 

slide to $0.25 per slide. Enjoy. -Paul Montagna 

Email at MSI - The list of those with an email address lengthens weekly. In addition to those. 

exchanging information esoteridscientific, more mundane use has also expanded. To send a message to 

security, message security. To initiate a maintenance or small project request, message shaw with a copy 

to thompson. To message the Custodial Department, message dolores and to message the Grounds 

Department, message gibson. Regular updates of the schedules for the RIV LONGHORN and the R / V 

KATY are sent by email to those who have requested to be on the distribution lists. And a new Small Boat 

Status Report provides for prompt exchange of information on boat problems and service among Scientific 

Boat Users and the Boat Staff. Those wishing to report a boat problem message cantu and copy thompson. 

Message thompson to be put on the distribution list for Ship Schedules or the Small Boat Status Reports. 
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REUNION IS SET FOR WEEKEND OF APRIL 4!! In consideration of the preferences 
expressed in 26 responses received from ex-students and others to the reunion questionnaire a date has 
finally been selected for the reunion event. Here are a few partial responses selected for no particular 
reason and totally at random by the editor: ·Nancy-Rabalais - a memorial trip offshore to throw up; 
contribute to history: yes, especially if it offsets Joe Morgan's and Faust Parker's tall tales. Mike Gunter 
- formal dining; beach party, dance, guided tours, boat rides, shrimp and beer; John Batterton -
barbecue; tour of facilities, lots ofloosely structured events so that we have plenty of time to talk and catch 
up. John Calder: formal dining and barbecue both; The Federal Government Doesn't Contribute to Social 
Events; Steve Opsahl - charter a big fishing boat on Friday. Lexa Crane (Frishman) - would love some 
great Texas BBQ, especially coming from New England, where all the brisket is corned beef; beach party 
for sure. Dale Solomon: barbecue. Mark Northam - barbecue, beach party would be great. Joe Morgan 
- Formal Dining? Lord no, can you picture Faust Parker at a formal dinner? Chase Van Baalen memorial 
poker game. Warren Pulich - guided tours, maybe a bay cruise on the Katy or Longhorn. Joe Cech -
.... plus a softball game. Lawrence Powers - barbecue, beach party, boat trip, dance. Faust Parker -
barbecue, tours, Longhorn cruise, informal beach get together. Pat Parker: barbecue, photo book collected· 
from all, bound copies of the LazGaz. H D Hoese: barbecue and yes to helping with all sorts of stuff 
regarding history of MSI. Richard Day: barbecue, afternoon/evening party at grad student cabins with 
music (boombox will do). Bill Behrens: wants the reunion on May 17 and 18. Carl Oppenheimer: ... am 
on my way tomorrow for cold Canada and then to the Isle of Capri for Christmas .. .! am always on 
International emergency call so hope anytime will be free for me ... a dance, if you can find me a partner. 
Ron Ilg: beach party and volleyball. Billy Slingerland: would like to see a where are they now session, 
maybe have a big map and put pins where UTMSI personnel are now, volleyball games. Richard Scalan: 
the beach party is good ala Curly's fish fries of the early 70's, also barbecue on porch but please not just 
the famous XXXXXX Shrimp!! 

MSI CHRISTMAS PARTY FOR ALL HANDS!! The MSI Christmas party will be held on 

Friday, December 20 from 12:00 to 2:00 p.m. in the Visitors Center Auditorium. Dr. Gardner has graciously 
agreed to have Toni Longoria prepare a delicious ham and iced tea and water will be provided. A sign-up 
sheet for side dishes is posted on the bulletin board next to the mailboxes and at F AML. Please sign up 
by Wednesday, December 18, so Toni will know how much ham to prepare. It would be helpful if you 
brought your dish heated, but if that is not possible three microwaves will be available for you to either 
warm your dish beforehand, or leave in the refrigerator for the ladies to warm. Hope to see you all there. 

-Kathy Quade 
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Tom Wheeler - Tom Wheeler is the new Police Guard, replacing Russ Van Schuyver. · Many will 
remember Tom from his previous temporary employment with MSI October 1995 through February 1996. 
Now Tom is back on a regular and permanent basis. Tom worked for seven years as a nurse followed by 
eleven years as a firefighter for the City of Pampa (and drove a fire truck for UTMSI Police Guard Melvin· 
Ervin, a retired firefighter from Pampa). More recently Tom has been working as a Maintenance 
Supervisor for the Seagull Condominium at Port Aransas. 

Matthew Carl Opsahl - Patti and Steven are parents! Matthew Carl Opsahl was born before 
noon, Monday, December 9. Matthew weight 6 pounds and 12 ounces and measured 20 inches long. 

MS! Employees Proud Parents of -

P.A.I.S.D. - SECOND SIX WEEKS HONOR ROLLS 

• OLSEN ELEMENTARY A HONOR ROLL 
second grade: Kyle Stockwell, Matt Dunton 

• OLSEN ELEMENTARY NB HONOR ROLL 
fifth grade: James Cantu, Dani Buskey, Jack Montagna 

• BRUNDRETT MIDDLE SCHOOL A HONOR ROLL 
sixth grade: Lauren Kalke 
seventh grade: Karli Dunton, Joanna Jackson, Stephanie Tinnin 
eighth grade: Rachel Pearson 

• BRUNDRETT MIDDLE SCHOOL NB HONOR ROLL 
seve:nth grade: Nikki Buskey, Ashley Harris, Tess Montagna 
eighth grade: Sean Cantu 

• PORT ARANSAS HIGH SCHOOL NB HONOR ROLL 
ninth grade: Nathan Dunton 
tenth grade: Matt Pearson 

John Turany - "Captain John" Turany is now back at home. Captain John had a major heart 
attack shortly before the Thanksgiving holidays. A great many MSI folks phoned and/or visited Captain 
John in the hospital and he was always cheerful and glad to hear from them or see them. He will probably 

~be returning to the hospital for some additional medical procedures in the next few days or weeks. Captain· 
.. John is anxious to get back to his RIV KATY, but his doctors are saying it will probably be a few months 
before he can do so. 

John Shaw - Building Maintenance Supervisor John Shaw is also back at home after a visit to 
Spohn Hospital. John lost almost two-thirds of his blood internally. He has been patched up for now but 
must return for additional tests. John is expected to be officially back on the job in early January (reports 
have been received that the workaholic Shaw has already sneaked back to the job a few times-anyone 
seeing John Shaw at work please call his wife to retrieve him). 

Noe Cantu - Captain Noe Cantu is now officially Senior Captain Noe Cantu. 
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:Fifty 9'"ear Ylnni.versarg: 1946 - 1996 

Those who read Egabrac Woes will probably detect my great respect and 
admiration for Mrs. Ladybird Johnson. It may be possible, however, to get th.e 
wrong impression regarding Mayor Dreyer and Constable Mathews. These 
two men, now long since deceased, were not only vintage Islander, but were 
folks who truly were proud of Port Aransas and worked hard on its behalf. 
Both men were brought down too.early by illnesses against which they fought 
courageously for years. Nor did I l.ntend disrespect to long-time and hard
working retirees Hazel Kirsch and Wilburn Rockett. MSI, and especially the 
supporting staff, have been hard hit with two serious illnes~es at almost the 

same time-John Turany and John Shaw. It was great to be able to report that both are back on 
the road to recovery. M:cl: He 3 Hae M wanted me to write that the competition between the 
mainte:n.ance crew and the boat crew had really gone too far with this episode of "who can be the 

sickest," but I exercised good taste and refused to even mention it. Lynn Amos' story of her recent 

return from the Canadian Wilderness to civilization as we know it on the sand dune would make 
a good reading comprehension test. The question: name the means of transportation employed by 

Ms. Amos during her journey. The answer: foot, small boat, private automobile, wrecker, small float. 
plane, taxi, commercial airline. I know South Texas has had a difficult time replacing her native 
Bermuda in Lynn's affection; looks like it is doing better thanks to an assist from the frozen North. 
And now to something serious and extremely important-as we approach the holiday season we have 
this for which we can be truly thankful: TEXAS 37, NEBRASKA 27. -John Thompson 
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